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DESIG N TO DISRUP T
“Disruption is the New Normal.” This is the key message

This third report is devoted to an entirely new design

from the executive introduction to this series of reports.

principle. It outlines the potential impact of blockchain,

In the first report we outlined the exponential growth of

a new way of organizing trust in the presence of unrelia-

digital opportunities. Start-ups are keen to fill the gap,

ble parties. It owes its current fame to the currency, the

challenging the establishment. At the same time the

bitcoin, in particular, but the cryptographic capacities of

speed with which innovations prove to be successful is

the network can be deployed in a variety of other ways.

increasing. This expansion is set off by the slow reaction

It is a special kind of platform, which in its turn is a basis

of organizations that are unable to keep pace with the

for numerous other platforms − in other words, a plat-

digital tidal wave. This phenomenon, also known as

form for platforms. We outline its relevance for organi-

Eroom’s Law (Moore’s Law, spelled backwards), is begin-

zations in three steps: the crypto-economy 1.0, 2.0 and

ning to dawn on more and more organizations.

3.0.

In the second report, “Design to Disrupt: New digital
competition,” the challengers were central. Few established organizations wise up to them at an early stage, as
they usually come from outside these organizations’ industries and are not taken seriously at first. Their allegedly inferior propositions confuse prominent players,
who should in fact be the very first to be open to disruptive innovation. This innovator’s dilemma brings us back
to the major question of this Design to Disrupt project:
how can you, as an organization, design your own disruptive market possibilities?

“Think about the blockchain as another class
of thing, like the Internet − a comprehensive
information technology with tiered technical
levels and multiple classes of applications for
any form of asset registry, inventory, and
exchange, including every area of finance,
economics, and money. In fact it is even
more, the blockchain concept is a new
organizing paradigm.”
Melanie Swan, Institute for Blockchain Studies
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INTRODUC TION:
A NE W BA SIS FOR TRUST
Welcome to the wondrous world of the complex and

The weakest link

highly imaginative crypto-economy. The world of block-

Until now, banks, institutions, supervisors and notaries

chain and bitcoin, of miners, sandboxes and hashes. If

− “trusted third parties” − have monitored the transac-

you are not familiar with this subject yet, you may easily

tions. Part of their work is done by computer and part is

fall under the spell of the fascinating and fast-growing

still done by hand. The procedure is very complex and if

crypto-environments. And even if you have already made

something goes wrong, one of the parties takes action.

a study of the subject, some elements of the cryp-

The guarantee on the part of a bank or credit card com-

to-economy may remain mysterious and to some extent

pany ensures that we trust the system. In addition, extra

intangible.

services such as an insurance of goods paid for with your

“The first five times you think
you understand it, you don’t”

?

Dan Kaminsky,
American Security Researcher

Visa card, remove restricting factors when executing
transactions.
Without these trusted parties the friction in commerce
would be too strong to get things done properly. What’s
more, the economy would not amount to anything much,
and barter trade − one cow for three pigs − would be the
norm. But still things go wrong, or we have to wait long
for checks and audits to take place, or the service is not

This joke aims to alert you to the serious stuff we are

up to the usual standard for the simple reason that we

going to dish up. Sometimes the effect of the blockchain

are dependent on these parties. Apart from this we

as well as its possibilities can be a hard nut to crack. Our

should realize that there is a price tag on the trust-

advice is: read, scroll back and reread, and consult

ed-third-party construction: notaries, banks and brokers

sources that we refer to. Even if it fascinates you and you

do not exactly do their work free of charge. However,

might consider your own form of innovation, always keep

the alternative − the blockchain − enables you to make a

switching between effect and possibilities. As men-

direct transfer of 100 million euros to America on a Sun-

tioned, both will be dealt with in this report.

day afternoon, safely and without transaction fees. Try
accomplishing that at your own bank.

The digital notary
Just imagine that with every transaction that you exe-

The strongest link

cute on the internet a notary should look over your

Originally these trusted third parties were not “designed

shoulder to make sure that nothing is wrong. That would

for the internet.” Meanwhile, they can be contacted dig-

be a very costly affair indeed. But it is an entirely differ-

itally, but usually this is done by building interfaces on

ent matter if it could be computerized. What you have

top of the existent legacy systems. The internet itself

then, basically, is a possibility to do frictionless business,

has an entirely different design principle: decentralized,

as the control is already embedded in the transaction.

distributed, with no specific owner. We are confident

This may well be the key to lots of new possibilities. Such

that emails arrive, that we can update our Facebook

a system exists. It is called blockchain, a strong chain

page or make a Skype call, simply because the internet

without weak links offering a solution to numerous actu-

exists. Next to these trusted third parties there is a

al problems within the digital economy. In this report we

trusted web. Both must be able to function in order to

outline the new possibilities.

allow the economy to run smoothly, but the design principles are different.
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B LO CKCH A I N
A public ledger that records all transactions and records
them at the same time on computers in that network: this
is the new supervisor, without the obvious weak link that is
just asking to be targeted. Every transaction is checked
with the help of cryptographic puzzles. The first computer
that solves the puzzle − and thus verifies and approves the
Link
Station

transaction − gets payed with newly created bitcoins. If 51
per cent of the computers in the network has verified and

How to invest trust: centralized, decentralized or in a distributed

approved the transaction, it is entered in the ledger.

network?

As everyone has an exact copy of this ledger, it is pretty
hard to doctor the books because you need to control at
least 51 per cent of the computing power of all the comput-

If the stronger link can replace the weaker links in the

ers that protect the network. Bitcoin’s computer network

old system, the potential suddenly dawns on us. The fees

has far, far more computing power than the 500 fastest

can go down, things go faster and there is no longer a

supercomputers taken together. Everyone can join in this

single point of failure. For if things go wrong, they go

network and receives expenses for the arithmetical work in

dramatically wrong. This is what we witnessed at Digino-

proportion to the added computing power. This way, what

tar a few years ago, a Dutch certificate authority that

we have now is a crowdfunded and crowd-owned public,

had been founded by a group of trusted-third-party no-

transparent and safe system of transactions.

taries. At the very moment when Dutch citizens were
using it to make their tax declarations, Diginotar was

Blockchain:

burgled. The public keys that gave access to the tax re-

everybody’s

turns had got about. The government abandoned their

collective

trust in Diginotar and the company went bankrupt.

transactions in
a ledger,

The radical response to the fundamental lack of security

distributed in a

of central authorities is a decentralized system, owner-

peer-to-peer

less, open source, fully transparent and supported by

network.

advanced cryptography. These are some of the blockchain’s attributes. In a study by MIT into a blockchain
alternative for certificate authorities the blockchain
turned out to be the winner (Conner, Velicanu & Yakoubov, 2014).

H I S TO R I C A L CO M PA R I S O N
We can draw an interesting parallel with the introduction
of the double-entry bookkeeping of the thirteenth century.
The first form of double-entry bookkeeping was said to be
responsible for a boost of the economy, which was running
more smoothly (cf. Double Entry by Jane Gleeson-White).
We expect that the crypto variant will have a similar effect. But we see another potential parallel: in those days
people did not really grasp the system and it was thwarted
by the rulers, e.g., the Pope; much the same as what the
present-day establishment is doing.
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STRUC TUR E OF THIS R EPORT:
THR EE V ER SIONS OF THE CRY P TO ECON OMY
So far we have not discussed the currency, the bitcoin,

and financial transactions. It also provides a vital expla-

but this is in fact what the blockchain owes its fame to.

nation of how the protocol operates. We list seven pros

For the time being, bitcoin is the killer application of the

and cons of the bitcoin, dwell upon questions regarding

blockchain. However, the trust in the bitcoin currency

the supervision of the system and wrap up with the offi-

and that in the Bitcoin platform (the blockchain) need to

cial viewpoints of the financial authorities.

be distinguished. The one trust depends on whether the
money retains its value, or whether the police will follow

Crypto-economy 2.0

up the matter if your bitcoins are stolen − that sort of

When outlining the crypto-economy 2.0, we go more

thing. The other trust is about an infrastructure: wheth-

deeply into the other possibilities of the blockchain, also

er the network can go down, the system can be hacked,

called “bitcoin without bitcoin.” This concerns two kinds

or the speed of transactions can be guaranteed.

of applications in particular: smart contracts and smart
products, and how the economy can be made to run

At the end of the day it is about the applications of the

more smoothly; or, in other words, how wasting can be

blockchain. If both the network and the applications are

stamped out.

trusted, there is a new basis for monetary transactions.
There is no lack of ideas for these new applications.

Crypto-economy 3.0

Start-ups focus on building these new killer apps, proofs-

If we let our imagination run wild, the final result is the

of-concept are made public. Those applications range

crypto-economy 3.0. Here we describe the DACs (Decen-

from money to smart contracts, and from smart things to

tralized Autonomous Corporations), also called Robo-

autonomous organizations.

corps. It is an Internet-of-Things scenario where objects
are increasingly getting a free hand to make decisions

Crypto-economy 1.0

and stimulate the economy: a potential forerunner of a

We aim to outline the potential impact of this new appli-

zero marginal cost society. In such a case blockchain will

cation in three steps. The first we have coined the cryp-

be part of a collaborative commons, an advanced form

to-economy 1.0. It concerns the currency, the bitcoin,

of blockchain technology in society.

The crypto-economy in three steps: the
currency, smart contracts and the
decentrally-governed society (Mougayar,

Thousands

Millions of use cases
Smart
Contracts
Hundreds of thousands
Pegged
Services
Billions of users
Currency

Transportation
Online Storage
Mesh Networks
Healthcare

Decentralized
Autonomous
Organizations

2014a).

Transfers
Payments
Tips
Crowdfunding

Naming
Identity
Ownership
Membership
Voting

Wagers
Bounties
Family trusts
Performance proofs
Escrow

Increasing creation complexity & delivery timeframe
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Crypto-economy 3.0

Crypto-economy 2.0

Crypto-economy 1.0

1

CRY P TO -ECON OMY 1.0 −
THE CUR R ENC Y
Bill Gates once said “We need banking, we don’t need

The Bank of England:
“It’s a significant innovation that could
transform the financial system more
generally.”

banks,” and this is food for thought for venture capitalists who aim to devise the “Uber for the financial sector”: a bank without branches and offices, like a
taxi-control center without a control center. In 2012,
investments in bitcoin technology amounted to 2.3 million dollars; in 2013 it was 95.81 million, in 2014 347.29
million and in the first two months of 2015 it was 105.84

Goldman Sachs:
“Innovations in network technology and
cryptography could change the speed and
mechanics of moving money.”

million dollars. In 2013 another 200 bitcoin start-ups
joined in, and in 2014 over 500. The currency, too, has a
strong tailwind. According to figures of the US Federal
Reserve Bank (Badev & Chen, 2014), the number of bitcoin users is doubled every eight months: an exponential
growth curve. In October 2014, one of the best-known
investors, Marc Andreessen, founder and maker of Nets-

Sowing in fertile soil

cape, said the following in an interview with Bloomberg:

It is no surprise that the impact for the financial sector
is always the first to come up for discussion, because
there is ongoing speculation on disruption in that sector.
Not in the last place, obviously, because what has been
going on in the last few years. This year Joris Luyendijk,
a Dutch anthropologist and journalist, published his
bestseller Dit kan niet waar zijn (This Can’t Be True). He
was asked by The Guardian to make an analysis of the

“You don’t need 100,000 people, prime
locations in Manhattan and huge data centers
full of mainframe computers dating from the
70s to make an online payment. You wouldn’t
structure a financial enterprise along the same
lines nowadays. In my view the unbundling of
banks is central.”

financial sector. His conclusion, after hundreds of interviews, was that a completely different DNA is needed for
a true solution to the problems. The blockchain might

Introduction to cryptocurrency

well be a part of that DNA: an alternative way of organ-

Bitcoin is one of the first incarnations of a concept called

izing trust, also with a view to the necessary transparen-

“cryptocurrency,” which was described for the first time

cy in a by now hypercomplex system. Nowhere has this

in 1998 by Wei Dai, on the Cypherpunks mailing list. Here

been more clearly underscored, perhaps, than by a

an idea for a new currency was launched that uses cryp-

statement of Andrew Haldan, the second in command at

tography instead of a central authority to administer the

the Bank of England, who in an interview with Der

creation of money and transactions. In 2009 the first

Spiegel said that the balance sheets of the major banks

specification and proof-of-concept were published on a

are still “the blackest of all black holes.”

cryptography mailing list, by someone using the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto. Satoshi left the project by the
end of 2010, without divulging many details about himself. Meanwhile, various searches have been undertaken
to discover his identity, but to this day these have not
resulted in the disclosure of the name of Bitcoin’s inventor. The fact that the network protocol and the accom7

panying software have been published under an open-

Are there any other currencies than the bitcoin?

source license makes the identity of the maker of minor

The bitcoin is not the only cryptocurrency. Within a brief

importance.

period of time it has been joined by many more alternative currencies, so-called altcoins. The website Map Of

By and large, this is what the picture looks like. Someone

Coins keeps an eye on all these currencies. At the mo-

makes a request to transfer bitcoins. The miners pick up

ment of writing there are 705 cryptocurrencies, and 45

the request and start processing. Some ten minutes later

of these were created within a month’s time.

the first confirmation is received and the transaction
starts winning in confidence. After ten more minutes,

The interesting thing about these altcoins is that they

when the second confirmation is received as well, the

facilitate a new monetary culture for a specific commu-

transaction is almost 100 per cent reliable. The approved

nity. FitCoin, for example, enables its users to capitalize

transactions are added block-wise to the public ledger.

their health club visits. By means of all kinds of activity

This way a blockchain is created where all transactions

trackers and wearables the sports(wo)man’s heart rate is

can be read over.

measured and subsequently converted into digital currency. The founders of FitCoin hope that the currency

What is a bitcoin and what is a blockchain?

can be used to buy exclusive articles from partners such

Essentially, Bitcoin is a consensus network that enables a

as Adidas to reduce insurance premiums. Even banks are

new payment system and a new form of digital money. It

experimenting with their own altcoin. For example, Citi-

is the first decentralized, user-driven peer-to-peer pay-

bank is running a test platform for digital currencies and

ment network functioning without the intervention of a

is pondering its own solution, CitiCoin.

central authority or other intermediaries such as banks,
notaries or insurers. Basically, a bitcoin is just a unique

How does Bitcoin work?

number. Bitcoins can easily be copied and printed, but

Before we go more deeply into how Bitcoin works, we

once they have been spent their unique numbers are en-

first need to discuss the role of scarcity in an environ-

tered in the ledger and cannot be used again. The algo-

ment where plenty prevails: the internet. Here

rithms have been designed in such a way that a fixed

everything circulates at breakneck speed, is liked, for-

number of new bitcoins is generated every day. Each day

warded or whatsapped. But in the case of money, con-

that number is decreasing slightly, so that by 2140 the

tracts and currency trade, the main thing is that there

maximum is reached. By that time the number of bit-

are unique pieces to be identified. A summary of this

coins is no longer growing, and there will be 21 million in

process can be found on pages 20 and 21.

circulation.
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Imagine you are sitting on a bench and the person next to

table. When that is done, the whole group adds the

you gives you an apple. You thank him and take a bite. For

transaction to their logbooks, provided they have all

you as well as the person next to you this is a simple ritual

confirmed its authenticity. Despite the fact that the

that requires no further explanation. This is rather differ-

money in such a system is digital and has no physical

ent in the case of digital transactions, where, for example,

shape, it is impossible to spend the same money more

someone sends you a picture of an apple.

than once. The thing is that double spending is immediately spotted by the network and rejected as a consequence.
Obviously, in actual reality all participants are part of a
global peer-to-peer network, and the transactions do not
take place between individuals but between addresses
in the network. The verification process of those ad-

It is not much of a problem for the owner to make a thou-

dresses is done by means of cryptography, without di-

sand copies and send the same picture to a thousand other

vulging the true identity of the owners.

people. Presumably, as long as it is just a picture of an apple, you won’t care less that others also enjoy it. But of
more valuable things, such as contracts, you will no doubt
want to make sure that the transaction is correct. You are
not in a position to check everything empirically, as you do
on the bench, which is why you invite an arbitrator, a trusted third party: a bank, notary, marketplace, credit card
company or PayPal. To create the same level of trust, unicity or “digital scarcity” will somehow have to be organized
in the world of digital plenty. In other words, you will want
to be sure that you are the only receiver of this unique

D O U B LE S PE N D I N G

copy. Until now this could only be effected through a cen-

To this date not a single case of double spending is known.

tral agency, such as a bank. Now an opportunity presents

However, theoretically such a fraudulent attack is possible

itself to solve this in a technically different way, and it is

as long as the hacker controls at least 51 per cent of the

called the Bitcoin protocol.

computing power of all the computers that protect the network. But deceiving the network during the time needed to
carry out one double spend would not be a very sound op-

To get a good grasp of Bitcoin, the best thing to do is

tion from an economic and organizational point of view.

regard it as a digital account. Imagine that you are sit-

Bitcoin’s computer network has far, far more computing

ting at a table with a group of friends. They all have a

power than the 100 fastest supercomputers taken together.

laptop and they can all access the same logbook simulta-

Any attempt at double spending would require too substan-

neously, which shows exactly how many bitcoins each of

tial an investment and a complex organization. In addition,

your friends possesses at any moment.

the source code was recently changed so as to make it easier to detect and neutralize such attacks − regardless of the

When, at one stage, one of them wants to transfer some

hacker’s motivation.

bitcoins to another, he is to inform all the others at the

9

How are bitcoins made?

attending to the various sides. On the one hand they are

New bitcoins are mined virtually (this is actually called

mining the new crypto-coins to be used for speculation,

mining) by means of a competitive and decentralized

on the other they build and manage the infrastructure

process. Bitcoin miners process transactions and protect

on which all kinds of applications can be built. The figure

the network with specialized hardware. For their servic-

below makes clear that the digital currency cannot be

es − creating, dealing in and checking bitcoins − these

unlinked from the underlying network protocol. Miners

persons are rewarded in the form of new bitcoins. There

need an incentive (= the bitcoin currency) to maintain

are big professional miners, such as ASCIMiner, as well as

the network. Would you like to mine bitcoins yourself? In

small players.

that case the “Beginner’s Guide to Mining Bitcoin” that
you can read on startbitcoin.com is a useful start.
Eric Nelson, a small player who decided to make just one
bitcoin, works out how much money he makes out of the
whole operation and what his economic considerations
are. Nelson states a bitcoin price of 92 dollars, but meanwhile the bitcoin is quoted at 260 dollars and consequently his earnings would be just over 8 dollars a day.
“I decided to mine one bitcoin with my spare computer to
see how it all works. I am part of a ‘slush’s pool’, and running GUIminer on Windows. When I shut down everything
but my mining computer, my UPS reports that I am using
0.261 kw, or 6.264 kwh/day. I pay 12.5 cents per kwh, so I

Example of a modern bitcoin mine, ASCIMiner, in Hongkong’s Kwai

am paying 78.3 cents per day. I have averaged about 0.03

Chung. The cooling installations are on the roof of the building.

bitcoins per day so far (approx. 330 MHash with some video
card that was top of the line a year or two ago), with that

In the second research report, “Design to Disrupt: New

number about to drop a lot since the ASIC rigs are coming

digital competition”, we dealt at great length with the

online. Bitcoins are $92, so my total revenue per day is

way various technological platforms are changing our

$2.76, with $1.98 in profit [which is less than the deprecia-

economy. Bitcoin is what we call a multi-sided platform

tion on the machine]. I’m going to stop as soon as I hit one

(MSP). Within this platform miners have a crucial role in

bitcoin though, as the extra heat in my office will be uncomfortable in the summer. This is more of a wintertime
activity.”

Price

Applications

Miners

Secure Network
(blockchain)
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Price

Speculators

Bitcoins

The Bitcoin protocol is designed in such a way that new

lent computer can enter the solution (to a fraudulent

bitcoins are created at a fixed pace. As more miners join

transaction) in the blockchain is minimal. The chance

the network, it is getting more and more difficult to

that such a transaction is confirmed several times is

make a profit and miners will have to seek efficient ap-

even more negligible. If over half of the computing pow-

proaches to reduce their operating costs. By now various

er available in the network is at the disposal of the cor-

groups are active on the internet where people can to-

rect, reliable algorithms, it is statistically impossible to

gether look for the electronic money by using the collec-

tamper with the blockchain. This also means, incidental-

tive computing power of the computers during mining,

ly, that bitcoin transactions can only be realized after a

the mining pools. The system cannot be administered or

few minutes. Meanwhile, several solutions have been

manipulated by a central authority or developer to raise

devised to sidestep or shorten the transaction time.

the profit. Every Bitcoin node in the world will reject any
transaction that does not meet the rules of the system.

Shared single source of truth
As mentioned, the basis of bitcoin is the blockchain. The
blockchain is for bitcoin what the ledger is for a bank. A

G O LD V E R SU S B I TCO I N S

regular bank has a large pile of money in a safe and a

Choosing the mining metaphor was no coincidence. You

ledger where they record what part of the money is

have to mine bitcoins (make bitcoins), just like gold. Gold is

whose. This is essential: the ledger is administered by a

particularly useful because it does not perish, it is small

bank. That is why all transactions are executed by that

enough to keep it in your pocket, it is easy to tell imitation

bank.

from the real stuff etc. All of them attributes shared by the
bitcoin. The fact that the bitcoin is scarce, like gold, plays

In the case of bitcoin the ledger is decentralized. In oth-

a crucial role.

er words, the entire network is in effect the ledger (the
blockchain). No specific person administers the ledger,
because everyone does. Everyone can add something to
the ledger, but no one can remove something from it.

Precluding fraudulent transactions with the
help of a crypto-puzzle

The ledger contains an indelible history of all transac-

To make sure that only genuine transactions are accept-

other incorrect transactions virtually impossible, be-

ed by the blockchain, all the linked-up computers in the

cause the procedure is checked and verified by tens of

network need to compute a control number, a cryp-

thousands of servers worldwide that use the public and

tographic puzzle, by way of a competition. The first to

permanent processing history of the code block. Which

find the control number is initially trusted and allowed

bitcoins are assigned to which wallets (addresses) is re-

to enter the transaction in the blockchain. As more com-

corded by all nodes in the entire network, much the

puters end up with the same number, the result is get-

same as when a notary keeps a close watch on every

ting more reliable. Many computers are trying to find the

transaction. Transactions simply go from wallet to wal-

same solution, and therefore the chance that a fraudu-

let, peer to peer.

tions. It is a kind of financial DNA that makes fraud or

11

The decentralized nature of the blockchain offers many
advantages as well as the possibility to devise other new
applications that could not possibly exist in a centrally
organized world. The fact that financial censorship by a
single party is impossible, implies that there is no longer
a single point of failure. The mere concept offers a wide
range of opportunities. Unlike the bank’s ledger, everyone has access to the blockchain. It is a shared single
source of truth. The same shared version of the truth is
available to everyone. In consequence, bitcoin transactions are fully transparent. However, the “account numbers” (bitcoin addresses) that are added to the blockchain are anonymous, in principle. This offers users of

Buying an airline ticket can turn out cheaper with Bitcoin.

Bitcoin the choice between anonymity or, on the contrary, transparency: everyone who publishes his address,

In addition, there are exchanges to help sellers during

provides direct insight into its cash flows, whereas

the processing of transactions, the conversion of bitcoins

everyone who prefers to keep them out of sight, can do

into fiduciary currencies and the direct daily transfer of

so.

money to the seller’s account. Being based on bitcoin,
these services can therefore be offered at far lower fees

The seven pros and cons of Bitcoin

than is the case with PayPal or other credit card networks.

Pro 1: Freedom of payment
any amount, always, everywhere and with no delay. No

Contra 2: The value may tend to fluctuate
considerably

public holidays. No borders. No imposed limits. With Bit-

The total value of bitcoins in circulation and the

coin, you can transfer money to persons or businesses

number of businesses that actually use them is still

within a matter of minutes − anywhere in the world, at a

quite small compared to what it could be. There-

fraction of the fees charged by banks.

fore, relatively small changes in the market may

Bitcoin is like email for money. One can send and receive

impact the price substantially. Theoretically this

Contra 1: There are only few places where
you can use it

volatility will decrease as bitcoin obtains a more

Many people are not aware of the existence of Bit-

ogy is improved.

coin. More businesses accept bitcoins on a daily
basis, because they aim to take advantage of the
pros. But the list is still short and needs to grow to
profit from network effects.

Pro 2: Extremely low fees
Currently, bitcoin payments are processed at no or extremely low fees. At a certain charge, users can arrange
to have transactions effected with priority, so that they
are confirmed by the network more rapidly.
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prominent position in the market and the technol-

Bitstamp USD
UTC − http://bitcoincharts.com
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Price trend of the bitcoin. In late March 2015 the coin was worth about 260 dollars. Eighteen months earlier the
price was still over 600 dollars.

Pro 3: Micropayments are going without a hitch

Pro 4: Transparent and neutral

Bitcoin can process payments of only a few cents. This

All information with regard to the bitcoin money supply

opens the way to new models of payment that are very

is readily available in the blockchain, so that everyone

interesting for suppliers of content in particular. Content

can verify and use it in real time. Persons or organiza-

suppliers are limited in the way they generate income.

tions cannot control or manipulate the Bitcoin protocol,

With Bitcoin you can pay for a single block of content, for

as it is cryptographically protected.

example for a single listen (listening to a single song only
Publishers can simply place a button next to their arti-

Contra 4: It facilitates illegal trade and
dubious practices

cles to sell the relevant item oneself for a small amount,

There are secret routes to facilitate online trade in

an alternative for Blendle. What also comes to mind is

anonymous, uncensored ways, e.g., via OpenBa-

the irritating commercials when you are watching You-

zaar and Silk Road, the Amazon of the darknet, and

Tube. What if you can skip them once and for all by pay-

Dark Wallet. Dark Wallet is a plug-in for Chrome

ing a few cents? What is particularly wonderful is the

and Firefox (Mac, Windows and Linux), which func-

Streamium application, a kind of Periscope or Meerkat,

tions as a bitcoin wallet and guarantees anonymous

but on steroids. Watchers of a livestream pay real-time

payments. The Dark Wallet software encrypts and

per minute, through micropayments.

combines the transactions of others. Combining

once) or buying bandwidth of a wifi hotspot per kilobyte.

those transactions is done in a totally indiscrimi-

Contra 3: It is still a bit shaky in places, it is
not finished yet

nate manner: when Alice buys socks in a bit-

The Bitcoin software is still in a beta phase with a

Silk Road (or its successors) at the very same mo-

lot of incomplete functions that need a great deal

ment, these two transactions can be combined to

of doctoring. New tools, functions and services are

one, even if Bob and Alice do not know each other.

being developed to make Bitcoin safer and more

This means that governments have no insight at all

accessible to the public at large. A number of them

into the effected transactions.

coin-friendly clothes shop and Bob orders LSD from

are not yet ready for all. The majority of the bitcoin businesses are new to the game and do not
offer insurance yet. Bitcoin is still on the way to
maturity.
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Where are the unbanked?

Adults with an account at a formal financial institution (%)
0 - 20				61 - 80
21 - 40				81 - 100
41 - 60				no data

Contra 6: Bitcoins can be stolen

SOURCE: World Bank

coins can be stored in various ways: in a digital

The data required to exercise control of your bitwallet or via websites that offer bitcoin accounts.
But the data needs not necessarily be stored digi-

Pro 5: Banking the unbanked

tally: you can also write it on a note (a so-called

According to figures of the World Bank, over half of the

cold wallet) or simply commit it to memory. With

adult working population has no access to all kinds of

this data, bitcoins can subsequently be transferred

financial services to save or borrow money. This means

via the internet to anyone who has a bitcoin ad-

that more than 2.5 billion adults worldwide cannot par-

dress − similar to sending an email. What should be

ticipate in economic activities. Thanks to Bitcoin every-

borne in mind, however, is that crypto-money can

one with internet access has the possibility to carry out

be stolen, much as may happen in the physical

his own banking.

world. People have been given a fright more than
once when bitcoins disappeared from their wallets

Contra 5: The government can no longer
listen in

because they had not protected their data properly.

Bitmessage is a P2P communication protocol to
send coded messages to someone else or to many

Pro 7: Lower risks for sellers

subscribers. It utilizes strong authentication, which

Bitcoin transactions are safe, irreversible and do not con-

means that the sender of a message cannot be

tain sensitive or personal customer-related data. This

forged, and it tries to hide “non-content”-related

way sellers are protected against loss through fraud or

information (such as the sender and receiver of

fraudulent account adjustments and PCI compliance is

messages) from eavesdroppers such as the NSA.

not necessary. Sellers can simply enter new markets
where credit cards are not available or the fraud per-

Pro 6: Protection and control

centage is unacceptably high. The net results are lower

Bitcoin users have total control over their transactions.

fees, larger markets and lower administrative fees.

For sellers it is impossible to demand fees as happens
with other money processing intermediaries. Bitcoin
payments take place without showing personal details.
This ensures strong protection against identity theft. In
addition, Bitcoin users can protect their money via backups and encryption.
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Contra 7: Getting used to a different form of
supervision

tanced itself from this. This may well be a weight

There is little regulation on the part of the govern-

cial supervisors, as it is primarily their task to

ment or any other supervising body. That is the

watch the money. The ECB has likewise deleted

main reason to be skeptical. There is no central

the word “unregulated” from the definition, for −

authority that issues money or checks whether

as the ECB puts it − “regulation has caught up with

there are false coins in circulation. The reason,

innovation.” So the ECB does not see the bitcoin as

amongst other things, is that the bitcoin is not re-

money, but yet somehow regards it as regulated,

garded as a currency by these authorities.

whether or not by other authorities than the tradi-

and/or responsibility off the shoulders of the finan-

tional financial institutions. The idea that the body
The idea that trust can be organized in a different

issuing the regulations need not do so in the case

manner − in codes and systems − requires a mind-

of the bitcoin, is supported by the US Federal Re-

shift. It will probably take a while before the public

serve Bank:

will accept the useful attributes of the bitcoin and
blockchain. Clearly, the central issue is not that
there is little regulation on the part of the govern-

“The Federal Reserve simply does not have the
authority to regulate the bitcoin in any way.”

ment, but that we will have to get used to this new
concept and come to realize that things can also be

The director of the American Consumers’ Guide,

resolved differently.

Richard Cordray, feels there are reasons to be worried:

The European Central Bank (ECB), incidentally, is
not getting overly worried at the moment. In their
view bitcoin does not amount to anything much
and is leading a marginal existence. In addition,
they are aware that so far no major accidents have

“Virtual currencies are not backed by any
government or central bank, and at this point
consumers are stepping into the Wild West when
they engage in the market.”

occurred. The danger that they envisage is that if
the bitcoin economy incurs heavy losses, the trust

Warnings with respect to the bitcoin are legion −

in the official currencies and e-payments can also

not in the last place from the supervisors: from the

be undermined. And this is something they will

BAfin, the German financial authority, to the

want to prevent at all cost; after all, this is why the

French, Dutch and Belgian central banks. In addi-

ECB was established in the first place.

tion, the People’s Bank of China, the Reserve Bank
of India, Singapore’s monetary authority and the

The ECB report “Virtual currency schemes − a fur-

Indonesian central bank, among others, have is-

ther analysis” (2015) provides a good picture of

sued warnings. Apart from warning and emphasiz-

how the various global supervising bodies currently

ing that the bitcoin is not an official (legal) curren-

look at the subject. To begin with, the ECB says

cy, banks in some countries have made licenses

that the bitcoin is not money: “They are something

compulsory for specific services. Sweden, for ex-

else, different from known currencies.” A logical

ample, issues licenses for the trade in bitcoins (the

conclusion, possibly, because the key attribute of

bitcoin exchange). In Germany, the financial au-

money is that it is universally accepted where the

thorities allow you to use, buy, sell and mine them,

bitcoin still has a long way to go. In an earlier defi-

but licenses may be required for supplementary

nition (2012) of the ECB the word “money” was still

services.

used, but obviously the central bank has now dis-
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In China, trading and paying in bitcoins is not al-

spearheads of a new governance framework are An-

lowed. Likewise in Thailand, but the Thai central

ti-Money Laundering (AML), Know Your Client (KYC) and

bank is said to have no ways to enforce that de-

Combating the Finance of Terrorism (CTF). Parties that

cree. The question is which country does have ad-

need to be involved in the governance of bitcoin/block-

equate means. Russia sees the bitcoin as substitute

chain, are the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C), the

money and it is banned for that reason; the Rus-

ICANN, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), for

sians feel that it is potential proof of being engaged

example, in addition to the governments. In the mean-

in dubious transactions.

time all parties have become fully alive to the fact that
the Bitcoin protocol has a number of pros. On top of this

More than anything else, the main question is to

so-called “fifth protocol,” all kinds of applications can be

what extent the algorithms behind the bitcoin cur-

built enabling large-scale improvements to the existent

rency can be trusted. The code is open-source and

and obsolete financial system. As the ECB has pointed

a network of computers ensures that fraud is im-

out, it is not money. It is a network, a digital infrastruc-

possible, but nevertheless it feels odd to have a

ture, a new protocol and new opportunities. The next

mortgage deed executed via the blockchain. What

chapter deals with these new applications.

authority guarantees that the house I have bought
is actually mine? What institution makes sure that
my last will, stored in the blockchain, is actually
carried out?

Who will? A Bitcoin Governance Framework
As yet, it is like reading tealeaves. It is not entirely clear
at the moment what shape the regulation of the cryptocurrency will take in the future. Expectations are that it
will be a mix of governments, central institutions and
the underlying algorithm. A report and inventory published by Global Solution Networks propagates a “multi-stakeholder solution to the challenges of the cryptocurrency.” It is also the subtitle of the report “A Bitcoin
Governance Framework.” Many of these challenges have
been formulated in the list of seven cons above. Specific
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2

	
C RY P TO - ECON OMY 2.0 −
SM A RT CONTR AC T S A ND
THINGS

If your organization is in any way involved with one of

The list at the beginning of this chapter provides exam-

the following matters, the crypto-economy 2.0 could be

ples of agreements that we make to structure the physi-

very interesting for you.

cal world. According to Andreas Antonopoulos, author of
the book Mastering Bitcoin, who was elected the most

Money, shares, mortgages, passports, birth
registers, poll cards, gun licenses, vehicle
registrations, digital identities, hotel
bookings, software licenses, track & trace of
parcels, medical files, contracts, wills,
diplomas, DNA, latchkeys, keys of lockers,
coupons, vouchers, domain names, patents,
cinema tickets, sim cards, copyrights.

influential bitcoin expert by the bitcoin community in
late 2014, we can now restructure/reorganize the physical world. In his view we can regard money as data, as a
new content type. Digital money, obviously, consists of
nothing but ones and zeroes. The blockchain converts
money into programmable entities, which allows it − together with other forms of valuables and ownerships − to
flow frictionless across the internet, much the same as
webpages, email, video and music. The idea is that we

And, apart from these, all physical equipment
that could be connected to the internet
(Internet of Things).

can provide money with a particular sort of behavior
based on preconceived rules. This is currently stated in
rules that are being monitored via bureaucratic processes. No wonder that some banks are fearing the larger

The whole list of intangible assets (such as contracts)

implications of the blockchain. Or as financial securities

and hard assets (all devices) can be given a new dimen-

research analyst Johann Palychata of BNP Paribas says:

sion thanks to the possibilities of the blockchain. Here it

“Its core is the first successful attempt for a secure and

is about smart contracts and smart things. According to

decentralized register. It should be considered as an in-

Melanie Swan, founder of the Institute for Blockchain

vention like the steam or combustion engine. […] In its

Studies, these two form the basis for the new opportuni-

purest form, a distributed blockchain system allows all

ties, a “Blueprint for a New Economy.” This is also the

market participants direct access to the DSD (Decentral-

title of her most recent book. With this form of cryp-

ised Securities Depositary), to the exchange and to the

to-economy, we enter new territory. As has been men-

post-trade infrastructure (clearing and settlement). If

tioned before, it is still early days. Swann expressly re-

this setup develops then existing industry players might

fers to a blueprint, but it can serve as a basis for further

be redundant.”

building and testing, as is happening on a large scale.
So with the help of a mechanism such as the blockchain
we can program these rules into the money itself. So:
prior compliance. This way health care insurers could use
a so-called “CareCoin” that can only be issued if it is
used for pre-programmed purposes.
In such a case it is all about the creation of a totally new
network, with all the opportunities that come with it:
from internet money to an internet of money.
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A new protocol
Ever since 1960, the largest data network in the world
has been under construction. This network, which we
call the internet, sends packets of data back and forth
by utilizing various communication protocols. Together

An internet that “allows real money, commodities, ser-

they are known as the Internet Protocol Stack, which

vices or other assets to change hands across large dis-

consists of four layers: a data link layer (to transport

tances at a minimum of friction”: the blockchain is the

data on the network), a network layer (to route the

missing jigsaw piece to complete the Internet of Value.

packets over the network), a transport layer (for the
trouble-free transport of data over the network) and an
application layer (containing the internet applications,
such as HTTP, SMTP and FTP).

1. Link Layer
Data packets on the
network
(e.g. Ethernet, DSL, ISDN)

3. Transport Layer
Establishes routes on the
network (e.g. TCP, UDP)

2. Internet Layer
Routes packets over the
network (IPv4, IPv6, IPSec)

3. Application Layer
Delivers packets as web
pages, email, files, voice,
etc. (e.g. HTTP, SMTP, FTP,
RTP)

Source: Winklevoss & Winklevoss (2014)
Source: Reddit, see http://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/
2x5de0/the_final_piece_of_the_protocol_puzzle/

Over the years, this network has been instrumental in
exchanging data, but not in the intrinsic transfer of value. Thanks to the internet we can now trade globally; it

The Blockchain Application Stack

is just the exchange of money and the transfer of value

One of the bitcoin experts arguing that the blockchain

or ownership that still present problems. The Bitcoin

infrastructure is more important than the cryptocurren-

protocol, the blockchain, solves this problem and conse-

cy is Joel Monegro. He works for the investment firm

quently shows great promise. This is also why the pro-

Union Square Ventures of Fred Wilson, and has devel-

vocative statement “The Fifth Protocol” is sometimes

oped the Blockchain Application Stack. This construction

used by the bitcoin experts when they refer to the po-

shows how it is possible to make decentralized applica-

tential of the blockchain.

tions with the help of Bitcoin. According to Monegro, the
first phase of Bitcoin was about installing an infrastructure − gateways, consumer wallets, developer platforms,
merchant services and so on. The next phase involves
the building of native Bitcoin applications, which could
not be built prior previously. These applications must
ensure that Bitcoin will be mainstream at last.
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App

Open source APIs

Decentralized
protocol

Decentralized
protocol

Decentralized
protocol

Shared Protocol Layer

Overlay Network

Overlay Network

The Bitcoin Blockchain

Shared Data Layer
Source: Monegro (2014)

Now the time has come for developers to build all sorts

vided into 6 categories in which the blockchain can be

of applications with user-friendly interfaces on this plat-

used. A fairly concrete translation of the list into poten-

form. The fight for the killer apps can begin.

tial services is provided by a study of William Mougayar.
In February 2015 he performed extensive research into

CLO U D CO M PU T I N G I S T H E K I LLE R-A PP
C A N D I DAT E

the crypto-technology landscape. In all, Mougayar listed

One candidate is the Storj application. This is a decentral-

sorts of applications for the blockchain. He distinguishes

ized cloud solution to store files. Users can install an appli-

four categories: applications, middleware services, an-

cation on their computers, giving part of their hard disk to

cillary services, and infrastructure and platforms.

some 430 businesses, which all focus on developing all

the cloud to enable other users to store their files in a protected and encrypted state.

In the meantime, a Mega-Master Blockchain List1 can be
found on the internet that has been created by means of
a Twitter brainstorm. This can be considered an adequate inventory of killer-app possibilities. The list features 84 different applications by now, which are subdi1 http://ledracapital.com/blog/2014/3/11/bitcoin-series-24the-mega-master-blockchain-list
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THE BITCOIN BLOCKCH AIN AT WOR K IN FIV E E A SY STEPS
Online retailer CashCoin accepts bitcoins and Betty wants
to pay with the currency from her wallet.

Both CashCoin and Betty have
virtual Bitcoin wallets on their

Wallets
and
Addresses

computer. These files provide
access to Bitcoin addresses.
Each address is a string of
letters and numbers and
contains a certain amount of
bitcoins.

The signage of a message with your private key (which
only you know) can be verified by anyone on the
network using the matching public key (which everyone
knows). Cashcoin’s new Bitcoin address is a unique
public key that is published on the network, while the

Private
Public

Submitting
a
Payment

corresponding private key is safely stored in the
company’s wallet.

Verifying
the
Transaction

Jill, Jack and John are
Bitcoin miners. Their
computers bundle the
transactions of the

The block is idetified by a new
hd76hfjj
s8ikw5tgw
v09lk88sk

cryptographic hash value, i.e. a
fixed-length string of numbers

past ten minutes into

and letters, since Jill’s Jack’s

a new transaction

and John’s computers are set up

block to be added to

to do so.

the Bitcoin blockchain.
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Every new Bitcoin hash value must

When the coinbase that is part of every

have a specific form and must start

transaction block on the Bitcoin blockchain

with a certain number of zeroes.

has been hit - let’s say by John - this

There is no way of predicting which

winning Bitcoin miner is rewarded 25

nonce will generate the required

newly minted bitcoins by the Bitcoin

number of zeroes. For Jill, Jack,

system. John receives an address in his

John, and all other Bitcon miners

wallet which represents the money he

this is a trial and error process that

earned for his succesfully accomplished

needs enormous computing power.

transaction verification effort.

At CashCoin, the cashier replies to

Creating
a
New
Address

Betty’s payment request by creating a
new Bitcoin address where the money
can be submitted. By creating the
address a cryptographic key pair is
being generated, consisting of a private
key and a corresponding public key.

Private

Public

Betty’s Bitcoin wallet holds the private
key for each of the addresses it

Anyone on the Bitcoin network

contains. The Bitcoin program on her

can verify with the public key

computer signs Betty’s transaction

whether the transaction

request with the private key of the

request is actually coming from

address that she chooses to transfer

Betty.

bitcoins from.

Each new hash value in the Bitcoin

Hash
value

blockchain contains information about
ALL previous Bitcoin transactions. A
nonce is a random number that is

Nonce

New hash
value

added prior to hashing. The computers
of Jill, Jack and John create new hash
values based on a combination of the

Nonce

New hash
value

previous hash value, the new
transaction data block, and a nonce.

Want to
Break
the Bitcoin
or Any
Other
Blockchain
System?

Nonce

New hash
value

Anyone aspiring to takeover the Bitcoin
system would have to redo what John did
and all subsequent miners. That is
practically impossible.
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Inspired by http://spectrum.ieee.org/computing/software/bitcoin-the-cryptoanarchists-answer-to-cash
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The figure above shows at a glance the diversity of the
total of applications built. Bitcoin experts claim that in
the years to come numerous applications will be developed, specifically in the context of the Internet of Things
and the smart contracts and ownership rights.

Bitcoin and the Internet of Things
The Samsung washing machine W9000 is equipped with
a new information architecture of IBM: ADEPT (Autonomous Decentralised Peer-To-Peer Telemetry) based on
blockchain. The washing machine can order detergents
itself, browse its “peer” network for the right supplier,
communicate, negotiate, order and provide the delivery
address, and pay. It can also find the best service engineer if it spots a breakdown (does not feel well), and to
save energy it can independently establish a dialogue
with the energy provider or the TV. To prevent a peak
load, it can ask the TV to switch itself off (but the TV can
decline the request).

The Samsung W9000, functioning with blockchain, elaborated and
described in the IBM paper “ADEPT: an IoT Practitioner
Perspective.”
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The Samsung W9000 blockchain washing machine is a

uct in question. A simple washing machine can become a

proof-of-concept and smart contracts are as yet a “blue-

semi-autonomous appliance that is able to manage the

print” for future practice. The blockchain is not being

delivery of its own consumables, organize maintenance

used on a large scale yet. All the same, it can be inter-

and negotiate with other peer equipment so as to re-

esting to explore such a future. From the very moment

spond to its environment as efficiently and effectively as

that a product rolls off the production line, it can be

possible. In other words, a form of autonomous Product

recorded by the manufacturer in a universal blockchain,

Lifecycle Management, where the products determine

and this represents the beginning of the life of the prod-

their life, termination of life and generation of new products autonomously (we will revert to this when discussing crypto-economy 3.0).
The British company Provenance has developed a software service where parts of products are recorded and
shared based on the blockchain. “Made in”, “made of”
and “made by” information can be added to the products. Provenance claims that the value is in the possibility to tell other stories about your product. The APIs can
communicate with the larger e-commerce platforms, so
that this information is made more readily available on
larger platforms than Provenance.

The Provenance platform

Using Provenance it’s simple for maker to
add products and open up information
using our online tools in three simple
sections:
Made In

Locations: Making, materials and business addresses

Made Of

Materials, accreditations, certifications and processes

Made By

Maker stories, company information, employees
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Device Democracy

Three-quarters of the proceeds of the mining activity

One of the companies trying to capitalize on the above

goes to 21 Inc. Part of the plan is to offer products for

range of ideas is 21 Inc. In the past few years venture

free in order to bring in new customers rapidly. After all,

capitalists − such as Andreessen and Horowitz, chipmak-

the profit comes from another source. This model is in

er Qualcomm and the founders of companies such as

line with the trend outlined by IBM in their report about

eBay, PayPal, Dropbox, Expedia and Zynga − invested

Device Democracy.

more than 161 million dollars in the company. It was not
until May 2015 that the company disclosed its plans. It

Smart contracts

has developed a special mining chip called Bitshare,

When “blockchaining” contracts, the main idea is that all

which fits into every mobile device: “21 Inc. will insert

kinds of rules and agreements that are implied in con-

ASIC chips for bitcoin mining into such daily devices as

tracts can now simply be programmed on the blockchain.

routers, gaming consoles, USB battery chargers, toast-

Mediation and registration by a central authority such as

ers, set-top boxes, and chipsets.” From a conceptual

a notary or a bank is no longer required for the draw-

point of view, the chip thus transforms Bitcoin into “a

ing-up and observing of a contract. In this case a smart

fundamental system source that can be equated with

contract equals a small programmed block of code in

CPU, bandwidth, harddisk space and RAM.” With the

which contractual agreements are placed that can be

help of this chip, each device can generate its own flow

verified by the blockchain with automatic transactions

of digital currency and subsequently use it to pay others

or suspension of payments if the blockchain knows if

for the services rendered. According to one of the devel-

agreements have been kept or not.

opers of 21 Inc., it will not be people who execute transactions in the future but, on the contrary, the machines:
“Everyone assumes that humans will be driving transactions, not the case.”

Universal digital ledger

Registration
of new
device
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Authentication
of remote
users

Contract to
barter
power with
other
appliances

Checklist for
automobile
safety

The blockchain functions as a universal digital ledger that can be used by all kinds of devices to enter into different types of mutual transactions
(Brody & Pureswaran, 2014).

D I G I TA L N O TA R I E S
There are a few concrete implementations that use the
blockchain for notarial functions. For example, the Argentinian developer Manuel Araoz created Proof of Existence.
This service makes it possible to publicly record the authenticity of a document at a certain moment by equipping
it with a unique code (sha256-hash) and recording it in the

The company Ethereum arranges and organizes many of

blockchain. This way a journalist or an attorney can prove

these smart contracts and is market leader in this devel-

that at a certain point in time he was in possession of a

oping market. Ethereum is an open-source platform that

specific document without publicly sharing the contents.

distributes value tokens called “ethers” via the block-

Virtual-Notary, Bitnotar, Chronobit, Pavilion.io and btcluck

chain. Via a WYSIWYG interface, the Mist browser, every-

are services that offer such a functionality.

one can click up smart contracts. The platform offers a
number of templates to make such contracts. A piece of
cake, it seems.

Online gambling would be perfectly suitable for these
smart contracts. The code demands the result of a sports

In addition to contracts, Ethereum also aims to realize

contest and pays, if necessary, in accordance with the

other financial applications, such as opening a savings

rules. This way the organizer of a gambling game, for

account, drawing up a will and issuing shares. Semi-fi-

example, can be passed over altogether. Augur is a fully

nancial applications are also deemed feasible, such as

decentralized prediction market that utilizes the block-

rewarding someone who executes difficult arithmetical

chain mechanism. With Augur it is possible, for example,

jobs on his systems. In addition, much thought is given to

to predict the result of the next presidential election or

other decentralized processes, such as creating a system

to place a bet who will be this year’s national soccer

to ensure secure voting, but also to set up a “competi-

champion.

tor” for Dropbox.
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Smart ownership rights

market place is OpenBazaar. This is a new way of facili-

An essential part of a contract can be property. This

tating online trade in an anonymous, uncensored way. It

ownership can be placed in the blockchain and due to

employs technologies such as BitTorrent, Tor and Bitcoin.

the programmability the assets in question know who is

Founder Brian Hoffman claims that the aim is not to

their owner. What comes to mind is a stolen automobile

trade in all kinds of illegal products and services, but

that will not start because the blockchain knows that it

considering the nature of the project this can hardly be

is stolen. Here the blockchain functions as a control da-

avoided. In addition to OpenBazaar there is also a similar

tabase linked to a unique “fingerprint” that precludes

enterprise, BitMarkets.

unlawful use. A company such as Mine employs a combination of identity, reputation history, digital documenta-

Another example is Airlock.me, a new way of opening

tion and the blockchain as proof of ownership. This gen-

locks. You no longer require a physical key, but the door

erates interesting opportunities for new online market

can be unlocked by means of cryptocurrencies. This way

places that are fully decentralized and where everyone

an apartment can be rented via Airbnb, for example. As

can do business based on the trust put in the network.

soon as the tenant has transferred the amount in bit-

Or for existing market places: if an automobile is sold

coins, the Bitcoin blockchain − after verification − grants

through a market place, the ownership is not transferred

access to the apartment for the agreed period. It is a

until the payment is received. An example of such a P2P

combination of smart contracts and smart things.

Lockmasters
A Lockmaster connects their smart lock to
Airlock. A lock can be public or private and
is always communicating with the Airlock
network.
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Keyholders
A keyholder is granted access to a Lock by
its owner. Access can be open-ended,
limited by date and time, or one-time only,
as determined by the Lockmaster.

3

CRY P TO - ECON OMY 3.0 − THE
ROBO COR PS

For the very reason that we position the blockchain so

The automobiles communicate with customers and infra-

emphatically as a platform technology with various po-

structure via a new online trade system: Tradenet. You

tential outcomes and applications, it is worth thinking in

could use an app that logs in to Tradenet and says: “I am

the realm of thought of the imaginative thinkers who

here and this is where I want to go. What’s your best

have entered the world of the blockchain. The one per-

price?”

son capable of doing so par excellence, is Mike Hearn. He
is a former engineer of Google, one of the developers

The autonomous taxis will then let you know their best

behind bitcoin, and also a worldwide authority in the

rates, based on where they are, how much fuel they

field of blockchain. His vision of the future is called

have, the quality of their programming... Next, you or

Tradenet.

your phone selects the best offer, not just based on the
best price but also based on driving data and how attrac-

Tradenet

tive the automobile is.

There is a brilliant future in store for emancipated automobiles that do business all by themselves − and not par-

Hearn stresses that although the automobiles function

ticularly for the electric automobiles of Tesla or for the

autonomously, they have no consciousness. They can,

controversial Uber taxi company. In his theoretical ex-

however, be programmed in such a way that they update

periment, Hearn assumes that in the future autonomous

themselves. For example, the money they earn can be

automobiles will be perfectly common and that for the

used to hire human software developers to adjust their

same reason only few people will still have their own car.

codes, but also to pay for maintenance or refueling.

If, in addition, those autonomous taxis are no longer

Also, they can be offered the opportunity to put their

owned by a large company but function fully autono-

“savings” together to have new automobiles made: to

mously, taxi rides will become cheaper in the bargain.

have “children.” When a new automobile rolls off the
production line, it would join the competition with exist-

It becomes truly interesting if those autonomous auto-

ing cars. The new automobile would then have to give up

mobiles can be programmed in accordance with our

part of its earnings to its “parents,” by way of a kind of

wishes. Hearn: “We can program them in such a way that

“birth loan” that it would have to pay off to its parents

they make small, but not excessive profits. This way we

before it becomes fully autonomous. According to the

can make the most moral and socially conscious capital-

same principle, life termination is also programmed into

ists ever.”

the system, to get antiquated models off the road or to
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in his book The Zero Marginal Cost Society. The shared
use of automobiles will reduce costs to an extremely
high extent and transaction fees will decrease due to
decentralized autonomous machine-made decisions.
This is what Rifkin calls a collaborative commons.
A Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), also
called Fully Automated Business Entity (FAB) or Distributed Autonomous Corporation / Distributed Autonomous
Company (DAC), is a decentralized network of autonomous agents that have a productive function, based on
output maximization. These DAOs, FABs and DACs funcrespond to a changing

tion without human intervention and are based on busi-

market. If at some stage

ness rules that are said to be incorruptible.

there are too many automobiles in proportion to the
number of people, some automobiles might go to a long-term
parking facility and simply switch
off. According to the same principle, automobiles might
also move to other cities to find work there, says Hearn.

“You become a stakeholder by buying ‘stock’
in the (DAO) company or being paid in that
stock to provide services for the company.
This stock may entitle you to a share of its
‘profits’, participation in its growth, and/or a
say in how it is run.”
			

Stan Larimer,

As banks would probably refuse to give money to ma-

president of Invictus Innovations

chines − certainly at first − the automobiles could work
with virtual money such as bitcoins. According to Hearn,
doing business with machines would be far more trans-

B2B

parent for customers than doing business with people.

“You do not run the risk of being overcharged
and there is no chance of misunderstandings.”
M2B

C2B

Robocorps, DAOs and DACs

B2M

B2C

Hearn’s vision is a further interpretation of a broadly-based way of thinking in the world of blockchain and

M2C

bitcoin: Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs)
are going to play a more important role in society. Cen-

C2C

C2M

M2M

tral authorities and hierarchies will be less and less essential. The machines will organize things far more effi-
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ciently among themselves. Such efficiency − where a

In addition to a business-to-business and business-to-consumer

robot company is no more than a commodity − approach-

economy, the blockchain ensures an autonomous machine-to-

es the new paradigm that is presented by Jeremy Rifkin

machine future.

Thus every person or object is able to have a bank ac-

This need not necessarily stop at a soft drink machine, a

count and perform financial transactions. A world where

fridge or an autonomous automobile. Corporate strate-

a soft drink vending machine is an autonomous economic

gies can be wrapped in a block of code that can act au-

entity, with its own bitcoin bank account, responsible for

tonomously in the economy after execution. But what

the management and sale of its own stock, will be within

also comes to mind here is employment agencies. When

the bounds of the possible. A machine that apart from

you need someone to do a job for you, you call the em-

autonomously selling soft drinks to consumers (M2C) can

ployment agency, explain what the temporary worker is

also place an order with suppliers (B2M). It can even

expected to do and the agency will make sure that the

place orders with consumers (C2M) to replenish the

ideal candidate turns up at the correct time. But how

stock. IBM architect and blockchain expert Richard Gen-

difficult is it to program these assignments in the form of

dal Brown formulates it as follows:

an algorithm? The blockchain can also be the basis for a
completely new model for self-employed professionals.

“On the Blockchain no one knows you are a
refrigerator.”

The entrepreneurs who also launched Layar are working
on it. Their new company is called Clock and aims to
create a global Networked Autonomy, including a ledger

Taxis, government, employment agencies

where all value exchanges take place through the block-

The company La’Zooz is an example of a Decentralized

chain, such as micropayments for inspiration from one

Autonomous Organization. You can earn money (a

participant in the network to the other.

“Zooz”) if you give someone a ride. A central register of
the number of kilometers covered with the passenger is

Decentralized Autonomous Governments

the basis of the system. It is a kind of Uber or Lyft, but

The above view may also apply to the government. The

without a central organ. La’Zooz works according to

Bitcoin software can take over large parts of government

proof-of-movement. The smartphone with the La’Zooz

duties such as issuing a birth certificate or passport, pur-

app records the number of kilometers (the proof of

chasing land and the voting process in elections. Melanie

movement). Each time more than some 20 kilometers

Swan terms this idea a DAS (Decentralized Autonomous

have been covered, the driver earns a Zooz, which he

Society). In conceptualizing the blockchain idea for the

can use if he needs a ride himself.

government, Bitnation has made more progress than others. Their slogan is “Blockchains, not borders.” According to founder Susanne Tarkowski Tempelhof, Bitnation
can best be described as a Do It Yourself government.
One of the pilot projects is the issuing of a blockchain ID.
Attempts are underway in Australia to found the political
party of the future with the help of the blockchain.
Founder May Kay calls the party the Neutral Voting Bloc
(NVB). In his view it is a “political app,” where the electorate learns from the digital rank and file how to vote.
No hidden agendas anymore: in this way all political decisions are open and transparent via the blockchain. It is
what Kay calls “true democracy.”
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From non-Bitcoin quarters, incidentally, similar steps are

izations are going to fill this gap and how strong they will

being taken to change the government into a decentral-

be. “Who will own the future?” is the critical question

ized body. A fine example is the e-citizenship in Estonia.

we will have to ask ourselves. Will it be a democratic

As from late 2014, foreigners have been able to apply for

game or are we entering the Uber and Google era of the

e-citizenship, which grants them access to all “digital

blockchain? The latter scenario is an extra consideration

services” in Estonia.

to be informed in good time about the possibilities and
to start experimenting ourselves.

Virtual reality and the blockchain
Simon de la Rouviere, author of the book The Blockchain:

The future is decentralized

Mapping the Decentralized Future, goes one step fur-

However, thinking in blockchain terms requires an en-

ther. He envisages a future where people spend an in-

tirely different mindset. Our traditional way of organiz-

creasing amount of time (and also earn their money) in a

ing our economy and society, “the old way of thinking,”

virtual world − such as Second Life, Eve: Online, and

is completely turned upside down thanks to the block-

World of Warcraft − and argues that the blockchain can

chain. The oft-heard statement “the future is decentral-

support all these alternative realities: “alternative reali-

ized” demands people and organizations to let go of the

ties as legitimate means to ‘live’ in different ways. By

past, to think outside the box or, what’s more, to throw

utilizing a combination of decentralized finances, real

the box away and start anew, from scratch. Back to the

estate, trade, organizations, artificial intelligence and

drawing-board. And this is no easy matter. The thing is

the law, it not only creates a decentralized basis for our

that companies are trying to preserve the problem to

current reality, but also for any other one.” Decentraland

which they themselves were once the solution.

is such an example. It is an open-source initiative to
build a decentralized virtual reality. Blockchain technol-

In 2004 the economists Frank Levy and Richard Murnane,

ogy is used to claim and transfer land and keep a perma-

in their book The New Division of Labor, wrote that au-

nent record of ownership.

tonomous cars could never become reality: “But executing a left turn against oncoming traffic involves so many

In conclusion: the new organization paradigm

factors that it is hard to imagine discovering the set of

The blockchain is a new organization paradigm. But the

rules that can replicate a driver’s behavior […].” Six years

centralized autonomous organizations described above

later, in October 2010, Google announced that they had

can hardly be called organizations. It is software with a

been driving Toyota Priuses for quite a while that were

high degree of autonomy. This looks like a revolutionary

fully autonomous. As we demonstrated in our first re-

development: you no longer need businesses; algorithms

port, “Design to Disrupt: An executive introduction,” the

do all the work. It is a “vanishing point” for organiza-

pace of technological innovations is increasing. Compa-

tions. It is perfectly consonant with Marc Andreessen’s

nies would do well to embrace this acceleration with a

statement: “Software is eating the world.” Everything

view to enabling internal changes. Blockchain may still

that can be digitalized, will be digitalized, including or-

be in its infancy, but now is the time to get to work with

ganizations in all their aspects.

it.

Seen through the lens of history, it is less revolutionary.
The blockchain modus operandi is just a logical follow-up
of computerization. After all, this means having machines do the work wherever possible. Since the internet
we know that decentralization and peer-to-peer networks are strong links in this context. An important
question that remains as yet unanswered is which organ-
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W R A P- UP: CONCLUSION A ND
CONSIDER ATIONS FOR BUSINESS
E X ECUTI V ES
In our previous reports we presented the four-phase
model from “Leading Digital,” as a line of action for digital disruption. We made an appeal to the CIOs and the
business executives to steer the course of the digital
change.

Leading Digital in Four Steps
Fuse IT and
business to build
digital skills and
transform
technology
platforms
Technology

Internet Yellow Pages: all addresses of the

Create a shared
transformative
vision of the
digital future

internet in one book.

Vision

Early days
The blockchain is a fascinating phenomenon. It calls to
mind the internet before browsers came into being. In
Establish
strong digital
governance to
steer the course

Governance

Engagement

those days the whole internet fitted in a book (Internet
Engage
employees at
scale to make
vision a reality

Yellow Pages) listing all addresses you could go to. It was
not until much later that we saw the arrival of the killer
apps, Google and Facebook, and a long time after that of
mobile banking and WhatsApp.
We are on the threshold of the blockchain’s Netscape

With the blockchain, with all its technical details and

moment. The development of applications is in full

imponderables, you may well ask yourself who will take

swing, and what we are waiting for is the new Google or

charge of the Leading Digital campaign, and where that

Spotify of this new network. If the basis really turns out

will be. “Nowhere, until we come to truly understand

to be so strong, we will forget the “strongest link” and

the technology” is the most likely answer. But how long

all eyes will be on the applications themselves. It will

are you prepared to wait before a transformative vision

then join the other building blocks of the modern IT

of your own digital future based on the blockchain is

landscape: SMACT (Social, Mobile, Analytics, Cloud and

formulated?

Things), and in due course possibly B-SMACT (“be
smacked”). That’s not saying which course you should
take to reap the benefits and when the moment has arrived for you to jump onto the bandwagon.
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Who is taking charge?

But it is common knowledge that DoCoMo, T-Mobile and

Expectations are that the new applications in your mar-

Perseus Telecom are also investing in this new technolo-

ket will come from organizations that you have never

gy. DoCoMo, from Japan, was a co-investor in January

heard of, such as Coinometrics, Helloblock, Kraken, BTC-

2015, in the 75 million dollar injection in “coinbase.”

Jam, BlockCypher, DigitalTangibleTrust, Bifubao and Bitpagos, to mention a few.

For the financial sector, and for the banks in particular,
the inference is that they will follow the lead of UBS:

This also reflects the essence of the disruption as de-

open a Bitcoin Innovation Lab and invest seriously in it.

scribed in the executive introduction: the challengers

The CIO of UBS, Oliver Bussmann, has already termed

are coming from outside your own sector and are not

the blockchain the major potential disruptor for his mar-

taken seriously at first. It is primarily the competitors

ket.

offering seemingly crappy products and services that
need to be guarded against. This is the lesson taught by
innovation guru Clayton Christensen.

The telcos, the banks, the IT sector
That telcos want to be there as early as possible is probably because they are quicker to understand IT infra-

“The blockchain is the technology with the
biggest potential to disrupt financial services
and trigger massive simplification of banking
processes and cost structure, changing not
only the way we do payments but also the
whole trading and settlement topic.”

structure innovations, it being their business. Telecom
giant Orange is having talks with bitcoin/blockchain

Infosys goes one step further and in April 2015 it an-

start-ups and supplies money for investments. George

nounced the integration of blockchain into its “core

Nahon, CEO of Orange Silicon Valley (OSV):

banking software” Finacle, especially with a view to
making mobile money processing safer (Sood, 2015).

“There’s something intriguing in this technology,
so we want to be there as early as possible.”

Acquiring more knowledge
For the majority of organizations that choose not to set
up an innovation lab, but do intend to incorporate the
blockchain into their core software or venture to invest
money in start-ups, there is plenty to do: getting a better understanding of the blockchain and the bitcoin. This
could be an individual action, or an assignment, if you
like, for the reader of this report. We are pleased to
provide the following list of ten suggestions in conclusion.
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1.		 Follow an online course.
		For example at Khan University: https://www.

5.		
Make a micropayment via ChangeTip.com, the
“love button” for the internet.

khanacademy.org/economics-finance-domain/
core-finance/money-and-banking/bitcoin/v/bitcoin-what-is-it
		
Or enroll for the MOOC of Nicosia University:
http://digitalcurrency.unic.ac.cy/free-introducto-

6.		Install a mining program and read the “Beginner’s
Guide to Mining Bitcoins”: http://startbitcoin.com
7.		Follow a transaction on the blockchain:
		www.blockchain.info

ry-mooc
8.		Build your own smart contract on Ethereum with2.		Watch one of these six bitcoin documentaries:
		http://www.coindesk.com/six-bitcoin-documentaries-watch
3.		Open a bitcoin wallet at www.coinbase.com and
buy a bitcoin.
4.		Add bitcoin to your Microsoft account and buy a
game.

in an hour:
		http://forum.ethereum.org/discussion/1402/howto-get-started-your-first-dapp-under-one-hour
9. 	Map out the existent bitcoin/blockchain knowledge
among your staff and organize a blockchain night.
10.	Examine your own organization from a decentralized point of view. Which centralized parts can be
replaced with decentralized blockchain solutions?

		To add money to your Microsoft account with Bitcoin:
		 1.	
Sign up your Microsoft account for Microsoft
account − Payment and invoicing.
		2.	
Select Payment options > Microsoft account > Exchange Bitcoins.
		 3.	Select the amount you wish to add and click
Next.
		 4.	Check the Bitcoin amount needed and complete
the transaction within 15 minutes with your digital wallet.
			 •	
On your computer: select Paying with Bitcoin and pay with your Bitcoin wallet on the
same device.
			

•		On your smartphone: scan the QR code that is
shown on the page to pay via your mobile
Wallet app.

			 •		If your wallet is on another device, you can
copy the receiver’s address and the BTC
amount to the wallet on your device or the
web, and continue to make the purchase.
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G LOSSA RY
Altcoin − Bitcoin is the best-known cryptocurrency.

Ethereum − Ethereum is a combination of a decentral-

There are, however, hundreds of other alternative digital

ized mining network and the development of a software

currencies on the market, generally with slightly differ-

platform that will enable people to create their own alt-

ent properties. An overview of all altcoins can be found

coins with countless properties. But in addition to a min-

on the website Map of Coins.

ing network it is also a kind of operating system to run
your cryptocurrency “apps.” People write those applica-

Bitcoin − Bitcoin is a form of electronic money and also

tions with the help of a programming language designed

the name of the open-source software designed to use

by the Ethereum team. As soon as the application is

it. It is one of the first implementations of a concept

completed, they broadcast it on the system in the form

called cryptocurrency or cryptographic money, which

of a “contract.” A contract is a computerized agent on

was first outlined in 1998 by Wei Dai on the Cypherpunks

the Ethereum network together with an Ethereum ad-

mailing list, and was implemented in 2009 by Satoshi Na-

dress. It can receive and send transactions and stores

kamoto (pseudonym of an unknown person or group).

the balances of these transactions.

Blockchain − A public decentralized ledger that records

Hash − A hash function turns an arbitrary long row of

all bitcoin transactions while simultaneously recording

ciphers into a unique “signature” of 128 or 256 bits (~ 40

them on all computers in that network.

or 80 decimal ciphers). A good hash makes it impossible
to reconstruct the original row or even part of it. A hash

Cryptomoney − Cryptomoney (or cryptocurrency) is a

looks as follows: 1NkbuV2VLU2u8s1Y2kSA3YqXBb1ty6x-

kind of digital currency that is often used as an alterna-

6Up

tive money system for the regular currencies. Cryptomoney is based on cryptography (encryption systems)

Public key / Private key − The protection of Bitcoin

and goes hand in hand with a proof-of-work scheme,

transactions is based on a cryptographic principle of

which is used to create the money, to authenticate it and

public keys and private keys. The private key is linked to

deal in it. In effect, cryptomoney is a block of encrypted

the public key, but cannot be accessed by someone hav-

code in which the transactions are stored. Every time a

ing the public key. With the private key you can prove

transaction takes place, the code is supplemented or

that the public key is yours. To transfer bitcoins, you

changed with a new encrypted block of code.

need a unique key (private key) to make a digital signature that demonstrates you are the owner. Bitcoin ad-

DACs (Decentralized Autonomous Organizations) or Rob-

dresses are derived from the public key. They consist of

ocorps −This is a new type of companies. It concerns

a combination of usually 34 ciphers and letters, begin-

software that is run on top of the Bitcoin blockchain and

ning with a 1, with which one particular private key is

operates autonomously.

associated. It can be used to sign transactions to prove
that you own the bitcoins to be forwarded. A bitcoin address is generated arbitrarily. This can be done because
there are so many possible bitcoin addresses that the
chance of generating a double bitcoin is considered negligible. To give you an idea: the number of bitcoin addresses is roughly comparable to the number of atoms on
earth (one grain of sand contains many more atoms than
one million billion!).
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Mining − The bitcoin needs to be “mined” virtually.
Every day a certain amount is released to people mining
the bitcoin. This is done by using the computing power of
computers. Meanwhile, various groups of people are active on the internet who are pooling the computing power while mining − in so-called mining pools − with a view
to scanning for the electronic money.
Sidechains − New chains that zero in on the core structure of the blockchain, and enable developers to add
features and functionality to the system without modifying the core. The sidechain is nothing but a sandbox environment on the blockchain. This way people are able
to experiment more quickly and the system is more flexible.
Wallet − A wallet can be compared to a digital purse that
you can put money in and take out of to make payments.
With a wallet you can see how many bitcoins you own,
you can transfer them or pay with them. Contrary to
popular belief, a wallet does not contain bitcoins. What
a wallet does contain are the private keys. These grant
access to your bitcoins. Without these keys there is no
way of getting at anything. It is therefore essential to
store your wallet and the private keys in it in a safe
place.
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